L–11 Workforce
Photobook

Client: Michele Borzoni / MAST
Publisher: L’Artiere, Bologna (IT)
Year: 2019

Workforce is a documentary
project that draws a composite picture of Italy’s current labour landscape, in the
framework of the recent global
economic recession.
The book is articulated in 9
different chapters: Logistic
Centres, Open Competitive
Examinations, Call Centers,
Industry 4.0, Migrant Agricultural Workers, Trade Union

Pickets, Chinese Textile Industry, and Workers’ Buyouts.
Different stories, ranging from
the evidence of the scars of
the crisis to the impact of globalization, from technological
innovation to migration, from
failures to rebirths.
Shortlisted for the Aperture
Foundation First Photobook
Award, 2019.
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180 pp.
Different papers
Thread-sewn softcover
Edition: 750
Size: 21 × 27,5 cm
Language: English / Italian /
French
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L–10 The Collection/L6
Music video
Client: Nicola Ratti
Label: Room 40
Year: 2017

Video for Nicola Ratti’s track
“L6” from the album “The Collection” released by the Australian record label Room 40.
The video presents extracts
from Maurizio Lazzarato’s
book “Duchamp and the refusal of work” displayed over
images of freelancers work

desks. The work addresses
the difficulties of any artistic
endeavour under late capitalism, a theme explored by Ratti
throughout the album.

https://vimeo.com/232444121
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4:3 digital video
b/w and color
Duration: 4:59
Language: English
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L–09 The Sentinel Script
Photobook

Client: G.Zinsler
Publisher: Self published
Year: 2017

Combining original pictures
taken by the author during
guided tours of Chernobyl
with stills from thematically
related movies and videogames, G. Zinsler’s The Sentinel Script is a mysterious

sci-fi tale and a metaphor of
the increasingly nebulous
boundary between reality and
entertainment.
Finalist for the Anamorphosis
Book Award, 2017.

http://urbanautica.com/interview/georgzinsler-the-sentinel-script/1083
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192 pp.
Cyclus offset paper 70gr.
thread-sewn softcover
Edition: 500
Size: 20 × 27,5 cm
Language: English
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L–08 The Last Road of the Immortal Woman
Exhibition display

Client: David Fathi
Exhibition: Les Rencontres d’Arlés, Arlés (FR)
Year: 2017

A series of posters - blown up
and manipulated versions of
excel files - collect and display
texts, anecdotes, data and images useful to both reflect on
and expand the story of
Henrietta Lacks, an AfricanAmerican woman whose cancer cells are the source of the

HeLa cell line, the first immortalized cell line and one of the
most important cell lines in
medical research.
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n.5 posters on adhesive paper
Size:150 x 200 cm
Language: English/French
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L-07 The Yokohama Project
Exhibition Catalogue

Client: Giada Ripa/Ruinart
Exhibition: Kyotographie, Kyoto (JP)
Year: 2017

The publication aims at expanding Ripa’s exhibition
through the creation of a
visual dialogue between

images on display and others
extracted from the project’s
archive.
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36 pp.
Fedrigoni paper, singer
binding
Edition: 500
Size: 24,5 x 33,5 cm
Language: English/French
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L-06 The Yokohama Project
Portfolio Box

Client: Giada Ripa
Year: 2016

Limited edition hand made
portfolio box. Conceived and
designed in order to fit in and
at the same time highlight the
rich research of Giada Ripa,
the portfolio box is aesthetically inspired by the chassis of
the early folder cameras.
The Yokohama Project is a
study on the Western perception of Japan as the outcome
of the interaction between the

images of Giada Ripa and
those of two authors operating at end of the XIX century:
Mathilde Ruinart and Felice
Beato.
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n.2 boxes
iroko wood, printed acrylics,
magnets, colour prints, map
and booklet
Limited Edition of 3
Size: 33,5 x 41 cm
Language: English
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L-05 Memorandum
Photobook

Client: TerraProject
Publisher: Self published
Year: 2016

Memorandum is a publication
with which the collective TerraProject celebrates its first
ten years of activity. The publication also stands as the
opportunity to take stock and
reflect on the work done by
the four photographers until
2016.
The editing and design of the
book employs the idea of circularity in order to highlight

TerraProject’s goal as well as
the question behind it: “[...]
what if, instead of searching
for other stories and people,
we return to those we have
already got to know in the
past?”
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28 pp.
Fedrigoni Freelife Cento, Sirio
Color Perla
Edition: 500
Size: 34 x 27,5 cm
Insert size: 28 x 20 cm
Language: Italian/English
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L-04 19.06_26.08.1945
Exhibition Display

Client: Andrea Botto
Exhibition: Museo di Villa Croce, Genova (IT)
Year: 2015

A series of 5 posters for the
Italian photographer Andrea
Botto edited with documents
and pictures from the
artist’s book “19.06_2608.1945”, published by Danilo
Montanari Editore in 2014.
Commissioned for Botto’s
exhibition at museo di Villa
Croce in Genova curated by
Ilaria Bonacossa.
Each plate traces a portion of
the journey that the author’s
grandfather undertook at the

end of WWII from a prisoner-of-war camp to his hometown in Tuscany. Thought to
be displayed at shows and
events, the series can be presented either mounted on the
wall or laid flat on a surface
so as to recreate the journey
path in its entirety.
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n.5 limited edition prints
Fine Art pigment print
on 100% cotton paper,
Edition: 15 numbered and
signed
Size: 70 x 100cm
Language: English
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LD–03 Conversazioni Con Un Pollo
Artist Book

Client: Maria Pecchioli
Year: 2015

Invited as artist in residence
at Castello Malaspina di Fosdinovo (Italy), Maria Pecchioli
started a pataphysical conversation with a chicken
kept in the garden of the Castello.
The outcome is a philosophical pamphlet written in the
form of a diary in which the

artist explores the relationship between human and animal nature.
The design of the book consists of the rearrangement of
artist’s notes, drawings and
transcriptions of recorded
material.
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engraved wood case
book on Fedrigoni Tatami
paper + n.2 numbered and
signed etchings
Limited Edition: 5
Size: 28 x 22 cm, 21x14,85
cm, 25x19cm
Language: Italian
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L–02 H. Said He Loved Us
Photobook

Author: Tommaso Tanini
Publisher: Discipula
Year: 2014

H. said he loved us draws
upon the story of GDR and
the German Ministry for State
Security (STASI) to investigate the feelings of fear and
oppression caused by living in
a state of constant suspicion
and diffidence. The result of
3 years of work, H. said he
loved us combines and overlay archival and documentary
research with a personal and
subjective photographic inves-

tigation inspired by the book
“L’Uomo è Forte” written by
the Italian writer Corrado Alvaro in 1938, a ferocious critique
of totalitarianism and its abuses of paranoia and instilled
fear to control the masses.
Winner of the Prix du Livre
2015, Author Book Award, Le
Rencontres d’Arles.
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120 pp.
Fedrigoni Tatami and Materica
Grey, softcover with swiss
binding
Edition: 800
Size: 21 x 27,5 cm
Language: English
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LD–01 The Looking Game
Photobook

Author: Marco Paltrinieri, Mirko Smerdel
Publisher: Discipula/Akina
Year: 2013

The Looking Game is a book
and an installation project
that examines the photgraphic archive of the serial killer
and amateur photographer
Rodney Alcala. In 1968, on
the run from the California
police after the first of a series of crimes, Alcala moved
to NYC where he assumed
the alias John Berger – the
same name as the British
writer and art historian

famed for the BBC TV series
Ways of Seeing. Was this a
mere coincidence? Did Alcala know about John Berger?
The Looking Game further
explores the limits of documentary storytelling by juxtaposing Alcala’s pictures with
excerpts from Berger’s books
and theoretical notes by the
artists.
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112 pp.
Fedrigoni paper, softcover
Edition: 600
Size: 13 x 18cm
Language: English
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